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jumping saddle
(04)

(10)

1044299 RODRIGO GEN-X ELITE SADDLE
Premium pre-oiled full-grain leather with front super soft calfskin inserts,
triangular knee rolls and a flexible carbon fiber tree. The Gen-x Saddle
comes with the gullet plate X-Change System. The rider can modify
the width of the tree using any of Pessoa’s adjustable gullet plates with
only a screwdriver. It is really that simple. This system does not change
the integrity or look of the saddle. The strength is the same and the feel
is the same. The tree can adapt itself to the withers and back of any
horse and the tree size can be changed from Extra Narrow up to ExtraWide. Wool and synthetic flocking bunches up in conventional panels,
causing hot spots or producing uneven pressure. The AMS System with
its’ special wool flocking guarantees comfort and a very close contacting
layer to support the rider’s weight and the back of the horse. This layer
will also absorb impacts and distribute pressure for maximum comfort
and freedom of movement for your horse.
Color: brown (04) - black (10)
Size: 16,5” - 17” - 17,5” - 18”

II
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accessories

A

A - 1932999 GULLET KIT
For pessoa jumping saddles.
Size: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL
B - 1102103 PESSOA GIRTH
Zig zag curved shaped leather of the finest
quality and padded for the highest comfort. With
elastics on both sides, a martingale ring and
side rings.
Color: dark brown (04) - black (10)
Size: cm 110 to cm 145

(04)

B

(10)
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EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution
the first total saddle fitting solution
empowering riders to custom fit their
saddle in minutes.

Select the optimal tree width for your
horse’s current shape and muscling.

Make adjustments within the saddle
panel for optimal balance and clearance.

Every rider nurtures a unique and special connection with their horse where
their horse’s comfort and welfare comes first. Together the EASY CHANGE
Gullet System and EASY CHANGE Riser System offer unparalleled scope of
adjustment for a total fitting solution ensuring your horse’s absolute comfort and
your peace of mind.
All adjustments are measurable, symmetrical and completely reversible, ensuring
total confidence in your ability to custom fit your saddle to your horse’s changing
shape for optimal comfort and performance.

NB. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained is accurate
and up-to-date, Bates Australia makes no guarantee and accepts no responsibility for
any errors or omissions it may contain. Global patents and design registrations apply.

1934499 EASY-CHANGE™ RISER STANDARD PACK
Contains a total of 10 pairs of risers and the locating tool. Risers are
available in front, center and rear pairs with four different thicknesses
for the front and rear pairs and two thicknesses for the center pairs.
1934599 EASY CHANGE™ RISER PONY PACK
Contains a total of 6 pairs of risers and the locating tool. Risers are
available in front, center and rear pairs with two different thicknesses
for each.

V
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pro-endurance saddle with flexicontourbloc

1032799 WINTEC PRO ENDURANCE WITH FLEXICONTOURBLOC®
A cutting edge saddle designed specifically for the high demands of Endurance riding
and features world-leading saddle innovations to ensure unprecedented horse and rider comfort.
- This saddle features the CAIR® Cushion System and the EASY-CHANGE Fit Solution
- Revolutionary FlexiContourbloc® offers customized support and exceptional security
- Rear Contourbloc®
- Adjustable Ergonomic Stirrup Bar facilitates a well-balanced position
- Performance materials ensure superior fit, comfort and stability
- Seat allows room to change position during long rides
- Generous panel distributes weight over greater area
- Adjustable Y-Girthing system
- Lightweight
Color: black (10)
Size: 17” - 17,5”

VI
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winteclite saddles

They are not only hi-tech,
weatherproof, durable
and easy care,
but... even more
lightweight, comfortable
and with removable
cantle!!
Saddles are equipped with:
italian country cantle and
one spare black plain cantle
easy customisable
with embroidery

A

EASILY REMOVABLE AND
CUSTOMISABLE CANTLE
Available in 3 versions:
A - 1042799 ITALIAN COUNTRY FLAG CANTLE
(Already fitted on the saddle)

B

C

B - 1042999 PLAIN, CUSTOMISABLE
WITH EMBROIDERY
(i.e. horses name, rider name, riding centre...)

C - 1043099 HIGH VISIBILITY CANTLE

* LONG GIRTH POINTS:
They are more comfortable and will cause less wear
problems since the buckles of the girth are not
positioned under the flap
* RENEWED PANELS:
Lower and wider for an improved comfort,
with neoprene lining
* “EASY CHANGE GULLET”
* FIT SOLUTION:
* “CAIR SYSTEM”:
1042599 WintecLite SADDLE
It features a new “Equifabric” material, made from
a highly durable fabric. It also has panels with soft
neoprene lining and “Equisuede” insert on flap.
Color: black (10)
Size: 16” - 17” - 17,5”
1042699 WintecLite D’Lux SADDLE
It features the more luxurious Equi-suede material
which grants a superior grip, and it also
has panels with soft neoprene lining.
Color: black (10)
Size: 16,5” - 17” - 17,5” - 18”
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all purpose saddle

A

B

C

A - 1050899 WINTEC 250 SADDLE
Features the EASY-CHANGE Gullet System,
Elastiflex tree, ergonomic stirrup bar, adjustable
Flexiblock System, seat in Equileather and flaps
with Equisuede inserts for the perfect grip.
Low maintenance.
Fitted on black/medium gullet.
Color: black (10)
Size: 16,5” - 17” - 17,5” - 18”
B - 1931899 GULLET GAUGE
For measuring your horse’s wither.

VIII

C - 1930899 SPARE GULLET
For Wintec/Bates saddles.
Color/ Size:
yellow/narrow (03)
green/medium narrow (07)
black/medium (10)
blue/medium wide (09)
red/wide (06)
white/extra wide (01)

WINTEC COLLECTION

dressage saddle

A

A - 1041699 WINTEC ISABELL SADDLE
The “Isabell Seat”, features an ultra narrow waist and deep center seat,
Equigrip panels for ultra close contact, a recessed stirrup channel that
doesn’t get in the way of the rider’s leg, an adjustable Y-Girthing to
secure the front and back of the saddle, ergonomic stirrup bar that offers
a closer contact, wide panels for comfort, adjustable Flexibloc System.
Features the CAIR Cushion System, the EASY-CHANGE Gullet System
and the Riser System. Fitted on black/medium gullet.
Color: black (10)
Size: 16,5” - 17” - 17,5”
B - 1029899 WINTEC 250 DRESSAGE SADDLE
Classic design in Equileather that looks just like leather and has the
same grip but is resistant to the worst climate conditions and is the
lowest maintenance material available. The saddle design is perfect
for riders commencing their dressage career and will help ensure the
correct riding position. Features include EASY-CHANGE Gullet System,
Adjustable Flexibloc System and the CAIR Cushion System. Fitted on
black/medium gullet.
Color: black (10)
Size: 16,5” - 17” - 17,5”

B
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pony saddles
A

C

D

B

A - 1050899 WINTEC 250 PONY SADDLE
Features the EASY-CHANGE Gullet System,
Elastiflex tree, ergonomic stirrup bar, adjustable
Flexibloc System, Equileather seat and panels
with Equisuede inserts for the perfect grip. Low
maintenance. Fitted on black/medium gullet.
Color: black (10)
Size: 15”-16 “
C - 1039099 WINTEC PONY SADDLE
Anatomically pre-shaped seat, long knee roll,
in-built handle. Provides support and comfort for
the youngest rider.
Color: black (10)
Size: one size

X

C - 1029899 WINTEC 250 PONY DRESSAGE SADDLE
Classic design, in Equileather that looks just like
leather and has the same grip but is resistant to the
worst climate conditions and is the lowest maintenance
material available. The saddle design is perfect for riders
commencing their dressage career and will help ensure
the correct riding position. Features include a flexible
tree, EASY-CHANGE Gullet System, adjustable Flexibloc
System and the CAIR Cushion System. Fitted on black/
medium gullet.
Color: black (10)
Size: 16”
D - 1154599 WINTEC STIRRUP LEATHERS
For Wintec Kid’s saddle.
Color: black(10)

WINTEC COLLECTION

exercise saddle, saddle-stand and comfort pad
A

B

A - 1150399 WINTEC STIRRUP LEATHERS
Without buckles.
Size: I cm 70
Color: black (10)
Size: II cm 80
Color: black (10)

C

B - 1000360 WINTEC EXERCISE SADDLE
Color: black (10)
C - 6500599 WINTEC SADDLE STAND
Covered in Equisuede, with holes to fix
stirrup leathers and stirrups, offers support to
every part of the saddle.

D

D - 1218699 WINTEC RAISED FRONT COMFORT PAD
Fully molded conforming foam with great shock-absorption
qualities. Anatomically molded shape ensures increased
comfort for spine, reduces pressure, helps prevent any
potential pressure point and improves the horse comfort.
It assists in correctly balancing the saddle. Do not expose
to direct sunlight and to high temperatures
Color: white (01)
Size: one size
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half-riser comfort pads
WINTEC HALF RISER FRONT AND REAR PAD
Anatomically shaped to achieve lift and clearance at the front
and at the rear of the saddle, when extra height is required.
Unlike traditional riser pads, this unique half pad design
doesn’t provide unnecessary bulk underneath the rest of
the saddle and improves saddle clearance, maximising the
stability of the saddle and obtaining the correct balance.

A

A - WINTEC HALF RISER
FRONT COMFORT PAD (FOR WITHERS)
1210099
Color: white (01)
Size: 6 mm (thickness)
1209799
Color: white (01)
Size: 12 mm (thickness)

B

XII

B - 1209499 WINTEC HALF RISER
REAR COMFORT PAD
Color: white (01)
Size: 12 mm (thickness)

